Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) were used to decompose the fMRI time series signal and separate the BOLD signal change from the structured and random noise. Rather than using component analysis to identify spatial patterns of activation and noise, the approach we took was to identify PCA or ICA components contributing primarily to the noise. These noise components were identified using an unsupervised algorithm that examines the Fourier decomposition of each component time series. Noise components were then removed before subsequent reconstruction of the time series data. The BOLD contrast sensitivity (CS BOLD ), defined as the ability to detect a BOLD signal change in the presence of physiological and scanner noise, was then calculated for all voxels. There was an increase in CS BOLD values of activated voxels after noise reduction as a result of decreased image-toimage variability in the time series of each voxel. A comparison of PCA and ICA revealed significant differences in their treatment of both structured and random noise. ICA proved better for isolation and removal of structured noise, while PCA was superior for isolation and removal of random noise. This provides a framework for using and evaluating component analysis techniques for noise reduction in fMRI.
INTRODUCTION
Functional MRI (fMRI) based on BOLD contrast (Ogawa et al., 1990) has evolved into a leading technique for functional brain imaging due to its noninvasiveness, high spatial resolution (Menon et al., 1999) , and relatively high temporal resolution (Arthurs et al., 2002; Menon, 2001) . One of the most challenging aspects of fMRI is the extraction of the BOLD signal from the complicated susceptibility-weighted (T* 2 ) MR signal. Various noise sources contribute to the complexity of this susceptibility-weighted signal. Those physiologic in origin include MR signal modulation due to respiration, the beating of the human heart, and gross subject movement. These physiological sources can modulate the susceptibility, apparent proton densities, and apparent relaxation times. Other potential noise sources are scanner instability leading to signal drift, signal oscillations, and other complex image artifacts.
The superposition of these noise sources on the BOLD signal results in a reduction of the power of the statistical test chosen to identify a significant hemodynamic event. For example, in a functional map of t values calculated using a Student t test (Cohen et al., 1996; Tegeler et al., 1999) , noise will result in a decrease in the calculated t values and a decrease in the number of significant voxels. Noise sources discussed above can also lead to a reduction in the BOLD contrast sensitivity, defined as the ability to detect a BOLD signal change in the presence of physiological and scanner noise (Kruger et al., 2001; Weisskoff, 1996) .
Much work has been to done reduce the contribution of noise sources to the fMRI signal. The navigator echo was introduced in fMRI to help reduce signal fluctuations from scanner instability and physiological motion (Hu et al., 1994; Pfeuffer et al., 2002) . External monitoring of the cardiac and respiration rates has also been used to construct digital filters for removal of physiological artifacts (Biswal et al., 1996) , but this results in holes in the power spectra. Some advances have been made in the area of modeling physiological noise sources for removal from the fMRI signal (Mitra et al., 1999; Ogawa et al., 1996; von Tscharner et al., 2001) . Gating to the cardiac or respiratory cycle has also been used with some degree of success (Guimaraes et al., 1998) , although this reduces the potential for high-temporal-resolution fMRI. Retrospective correction of physiological noise (Hu et al., 1995; Le et al., 1996) has also been used. The normalization stage of SPM99 treats physiological fluctuations as low-frequency artifacts and models them with discrete cosine basis functions, essentially a high-pass filter (Friston et al., 2000; Worsley et al., 1995) . This is appropriate if the image-sampling rate is low enough that the respiration and cardiac frequency bands are aliased to lower frequencies than the paradigm, but in the case in which the image-sampling rate is high, the paradigm frequency lies below both the respiration and the cardiac frequency bands and this method may not be appropriate. However, low-frequency artifacts, such as scanner drift, will be handled appropriately. It should be noted that SPM99 does allow for low-pass filtering to remove high-frequency artifacts.
In this paper we have taken an approach different from those of others toward reducing the image-toimage fluctuations due to noise in fMRI time series. Conventionally, the use of component analysis techniques has been to identify spatial patterns of activation and noise in fMRI Biswal et al., 1999; Friston et al., 1999; Hansen et al., 1999; McKeown et al., 1998a,b; Nakada et al., 2000; von Tscharner et al., 2001) . We have explored the ability of component analysis techniques, specifically Principal Component Analysis (PCA), with and without a Varimax rotation, and Independent Component Analysis (ICA), to isolate the structured and random noise components of the MR signal using unsupervised algorithms of our own devising. Generally, ad hoc methods are used to make a decision concerning the differentiation of structured components (BOLD response and structured noise) and random noise components. It is important to note that certain noise artifacts, such as respiration-induced susceptibility changes, are structured noise and not random noise. These components were then removed and the images reconstructed from the decomposed data sets. We have then evaluated the effect this procedure had on the calculated BOLD contrast sensitivity (CS BOLD ) values and the image-to-image fluctuations in image intensity due to noise.
We have decided to use data collected from humans as opposed to simulation data because the specific characteristics of fMRI noise are not completely understood and are quite complicated. We thought it more reasonable to use actual human data with all its inherent subtleties as a test to separate BOLD signal and noise.
THEORY BOLD Contrast Sensitivity
The BOLD contrast sensitivity is defined as (Menon et al., 1997b) CS BOLD ϭ ⌬S
where ⌬S is the change in signal intensity brought about by the cognitive task or other functional intervention, SE BASE is the standard error of the mean during the baseline period, and SE STIM is the standard error of the mean during the stimulation period. Standard error of the mean is defined as the standard deviation of the mean (SD) across a number of images divided by that number of images (N) raised to the 0.5 power (SE ϭ SD/N 0.5 ). The number of images in the baseline period and the number of images in the stimulation period may differ, as in this experiment. Note that the formula for BOLD contrast sensitivity resembles the formula for the t statistic used in the Student t test. However, the quantity CS BOLD is a descriptive statistic, as opposed to an inferential statistic; it essentially gives the contrast-to-noise ratio for the information in an fMRI image, where contrast is defined as the change in image intensity due to the BOLD response.
Multitaper Spectral Estimation
We use the multitaper spectral estimation method of Thomson (1982) to transform the time-series information for each component into the frequency domain for further analysis. This power spectral estimation technique leads to reduced spectral leakage (leakage of frequency information into adjacent frequency bins) and reduces the variance in the spectral estimation across frequency bins. Refer to Appendix A for further background.
In order to determine which components of the decomposition can be considered white noise, we utilize an observed property of power spectra estimated by the multitaper method. Empirically we have observed that if the power spectrum of a time series of random white noise is estimated by a straightforward Fourier transform with only one taper, the mean power across all frequency bins of the power spectrum is approximately equal to or greater than the standard deviation of the power across all frequency bins of the power spectrum. In the case of multitaper spectral estimation, in which there is a reduction in variance, one finds that the standard deviation of the power across all frequency bins of the power spectrum is frequently less than the mean power across all frequency bins of the power spectrum.
Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (Jackson, 1991; Jolliffe, 1986) , implemented using the singular value decomposition (SVD), is often used to generate low-dimensional representations for complex multivariate data, such as fMRI data. PCA has been used before in fMRI analysis Biswal et al., 1999; Friston et al., 1999; Hansen et al., 1999; McKeown et al., 1998b) as a technique for identifying spatial patterns of interest in the fMR images, but not as a technique for reducing noise in fMRI time series. Because we obtained components by means of the SVD, the decomposition yielded two sets of values for each component: a set of time-mode values and a set of space-mode values. The first describes the component as a time series, showing its variation over time; the second is a set of values showing the distribution of the components in the image. Both aspects are used here. For those decompositions that were subjected to the Varimax rotation, the rotation was applied to the timemode vectors. To the best of our knowledge, the application of a matrix rotation, such as Varimax, has been used in PCA of fMRI data only once before (Andersen et al., 1999) . See Appendix B for specifics on PCA and the Varimax rotation.
Independent Component Analysis
Independent Component Analysis is a signal processing technique (refer to Appendix C), created to separate a number of statistically "independent" sources that have been mixed linearly without further knowledge of their distributions or dynamics. The implementation of ICA in our experiments was originally developed by Bell and Sejnowski for neural networks (Bell et al., 1995) . It has subsequently been modified for use with electoencephalography Kobayashi et al., 1999; Jung et al., 1998b; Makeig et al., 1996) , event-related potentials (Jung et al., , 1999 Makeig et al., 1996 Makeig et al., , 1997 Makeig et al., , 1999a , and fMRI (Berns et al., 1999; Biswal et al., 1999; McKeown et al., 1998a,b,c) . In much the same way as PCA, ICA decomposition also results in two sets of values for each component.
Previous papers using ICA as applied to fMRI have calculated respiration, cardiac, scanner stability, and task-related activation component maps (McKeown et al., 1998a,b) in order to gain knowledge about the spatial distribution of signal and noise in the data. This is in much the same manner as PCA has been employed.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

MR Methods
The University of Western Ontario Human Subject Review Board had approved scanning protocols. Three subjects (one female, two males) were used to demonstrate our technique and all were in good health and had given their written consent. The stimulus was presented using Director v5 for the MacIntosh, projected into the magnet bore on to a Plexiglas screen using a NEC LCD projector, and viewed by the subject with a mirror attached to the surface coil holder.
Scanning took place on a Varian/Siemens Unity INOVA (Palo Alto, CA/Erlangen, Germany) 4-T wholebody system. A two-element quadrature, distributedcapacitance radiofrequency (RF) surface coil (8 cm diameter, each element) was used to transmit and receive the RF signal. The coil was placed beneath the subject's head, in the region of the occipital pole. Head motion was constrained with a foam-padded vise that was tightened on either side of the volunteer's head, and the vise was, in turn, anchored to the coil holder. Minimum head motion was verified by playing the time series of images through an animation loop and examining the center of mass. We have found these methods to be sufficient to determine head motion on the order of one voxel or less.
An interleaved, blipped EPI sequence was used to acquire 1361 128 ϫ 128 images per trial with centricordering of k space and navigator-echo correction. The first image was used for phase reference to correct the images (Bruder et al., 1992) , and the following 50 images were discarded to allow magnetization to reach a steady-state condition. Each EP image consisted of four interleaves, with a TR of 77.5 ms per shot (total time per image 310 ms). The field of view was 20 ϫ 20 cm 2 . A single 10-mm-thick slice parallel to and through the calcarine sulcus in the occipital lobe was imaged. The images were T* 2 weighted with a TE of 15 ms. Two trials of 1361 images per trial per subject were acquired. The RF flip angle of the first trial was 15°and the RF flip angle of the second trial was 40°. The higher flip angle was to preferentially weight the second trial for inflow. For anatomic reference, a 128 ϫ 128 T 1 -weighted image was also obtained for each subject in the same orientation as the functional images.
Behavioral Methods
Each subject observed 10 s of darkness, 10 s of a blue-yellow checkerboard alternating at an optimum 8 Hz (Kwong et al., 1992; Thomas et al., 1998) , followed by 20 s of darkness again. This results in a paradigm frequency of 1/40 s Ϫ1 . The long interstimulus interval (75% of the duty cycle) allowed for the hemodynamic response to return to a baseline level before the stimulus was presented again (Bandettini et al., 2000; Glover, 1998) , an important consideration in the calculation of the CS BOLD value since the calculation is highly dependent on the change from baseline due to the stimulus response. On the other hand, the 10-s duration of the stimulus interval did not allow the signal to reach a steady state, but did allow it to maximize. This resulted in the calculations of CS BOLD being more conservative because it increased the standard error of the stimulus period [see Eq. (1)]. This paradigm was repeated 10 times for each trial over the course of the final 1310 images of the sequence while the subject was lying in the magnet.
Data Analysis
Preprocessing
Before any component analysis was done, each data set was DC corrected to remove any linear drift in the data over time. DC correction was carried out in the frequency domain using an appropriately sized Fermi filter to remove low-frequency artifacts. Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) was then used for component analysis of each data set.
A number of voxels in each data set were then selected for component analysis by image intensity thresholding in order to include only voxels within the brain. Prior to component analysis, each data set was column-centered, i.e., centered along the temporal dimension (the voxel-space dimension was along the rows). The data sets for component analysis therefore consisted of two time-by-voxel-space matrices for each of the three subjects (one for each trial, total N ϭ 6). The temporal dimension was 1310 images in length, while the spatial dimension varied from subject to subject and trial to trial according to the number of voxels that passed the image intensity theresholding (see Table 1 for exact numbers). Since the number of voxels selected was always greater than the size of the matrix in the temporal dimension (1310), for PCA, all components with rank greater than 1310 make no contribution, as these higher order components are linearly dependent on the lower order components (Ͻ1310), i.e., they have zero singular values in the SVD.
Denoising
The data sets for each subject and each trial were then decomposed separately using PCA (via the singular value decomposition), with and without a Varimax rotation, and spatial ICA. The Varimax rotation was carried out on the time profiles of the components obtained from the left singular vectors, weighted by their variance (i.e., by their singular values). More formally, rotation was carried out on the matrix P, from the decomposition M ϭ USV T ϭ PV T , where the columns of M contain the functional MR time series data. Before ICA was carried out, the data were compressed into a principal component subspace of 30 components. The ICA toolbox and the Varimax rotation routine for Matlab were developed by Makeig et al. at the Salk Institute (Makeig, 1998) .
The key step in our component analysis denoising method was to determine which time components (columns of P) were candidates for removal. This was carried out in the frequency domain using the multitaper method to estimate the power spectrum of each component. Eight tapers were used with adaptively determined weighting factors, and the time series were zero-padded before power spectral estimation.
For our purposes, noise can be classified into one of two categories: (1) structured noise (respiration and cardiac) and (2) unstructured noise (white noise). Signal drift over the course of the imaging time can also be considered structured noise but that is simply handled by the Fermi filter and consequently is not an issue for our component analysis techniques. Scanner-induced noise and other artifacts were not considered in our analysis for structured noise. All time-series components were analyzed for their contributions to structured noise content. In order to evaluate how random noise affects the overall noise content of the time series, the power spectra of each component were evaluated with what we term the WN (white noise) criterion. The WN criterion was met if the mean power across all frequency bins of the power spectrum was greater than the standard deviation of the power across all those frequency bins. If for any given component, the WN criterion was met, then its power spectrum was considered essentially the spectrum of white noise and that component was scored as a relevant contributor to the overall noise content of the MR signal (i.e., the corresponding time mode component was considered a "noise" component). All data sets were processed with and without this criterion. If the WN criterion was not used, then only time-series components that contributed respiration and cardiac noise were considered noise sources.
The WN criterion was also used as a method for determination of a cutoff between relevant and nonrelevant components in PCA-based denoising methods. This was defined as the point at which all components higher in rank passed the WN criterion for being nonstructured (random) noise. These components were a The total number of components resulting from the component analysis also equals the number of voxels entered into the analysis.
therefore labeled as nonrelevant and were automatically zeroed for the data sets in which nonstructured noise was to be removed. Also, if nonstructured noise was to be considered for removal, then lower order components below the relevancy cutoff were also subjected to screening by the WN criterion. The cutoff was also used to determine the number of components to be rotated by the Varimax rotation, in that those lower than the cutoff were rotated. In order to determine how much the respiration and cardiac frequencies contribute to a particular component, evaluation was carried out in a number of steps. Only components below the cutoff were considered relevant for the analysis of structured noise. First, the widths of the respiration and cardiac frequency bands were determined. For both the respiration and the cardiac cycles there are nominal bands of frequencies over which the respiration and cardiac frequencies will exist. Based on a combination of experience and measurement, we have chosen the nominal band of respiration frequencies to be 0.098 -0.63 Hz and of cardiac frequencies to be 0.79 -1.6 Hz. Knowing this, the nominal respiration and cardiac bands in each component were extracted from the power spectrum and the profile of each nominal band was autocorrelated with itself. The full-width at half-maximum of the autocorrelations provided the widths of the respiration and cardiac frequency bands.
Next, a frequency integration window of width equal to either the respiration or the cardiac frequency bands was chosen and the area under the power spectral curve of a time series component was calculated in this window starting at 0 Hz. The window was then advanced one frequency bin and a new area was integrated. This process was repeated until the integration window reached the Nyquist frequency of the spectrum. All the integrated areas from within a power spectrum were then taken and used to form an empirical distribution of integrated areas. After integration of the areas for a power spectrum, the frequency bin at which the integrated area was maximum within the nominal frequency band, whether that was respiration or cardiac, was the lower edge of that structured noise frequency band. This identified a more accurate starting location of the respiration and cardiac frequency bands within their respective nominal frequency band and hence within the entire frequency spectrum. If the integrated area of the respiration band of frequencies or the cardiac band of frequencies was greater than 95% of the integrated area values in the distribution, then that component was scored as a possible candidate for zeroing.
The final step was to determine if, in a particular power spectrum, the integrated area of the respiration or cardiac frequency bands represented a greater percentage of the total spectrum area than the region in the same power spectrum occupied by the sum of the first two harmonics of the paradigm frequency (1/40 s Ϫ1 ). If so, then the corresponding time series component was labeled as a structured noise component. Essentially, this means that that component contributes more to structured noise than to BOLD signal. Both conditions had to be met for a component to be scored as a noise component. This noise classification procedure was repeated for each component, for both respiration and cardiac noise. Once time-series components deemed to be relevant noise contributors ("noise" components) had been determined by the methods outlined above, those components were set to zero and the image data set was reconstructed from the zeroed and nonzeroed components. For each subject and each trial, seven data sets were reconstructed: the DC-corrected (linear trend removed) data, the PCA-denoised data with and without the WN criterion (henceforth referred to as PCA and PCAϩWN), the Varimax-rotated PCA-denoised data with and without the WN criterion (henceforth referred to as PCAϩVarimax and PCAϩVarimaxϩWN, or sometimes referred to as PCAϩV and PCAϩVϩ WN), and the ICA-denoised data with and without the WN criterion (henceforth referred to as ICA and ICAϩWN). The raw uncorrected data were used as a control data set for comparison. See Table 1 for the exact number of components that were zeroed in each data set for each denoising technique.
Evaluation of Denoised Images
All calculations on and evaluations of the denoised data were carried out in Matlab. The CS BOLD was calculated for every voxel that underwent the denoising procedure in each image. The calculation of CS BOLD used 859 images from the control periods and 286 images from the stimulation periods over an entire run of 1310 images. Figure 1 displays the 10 responses from a single nondenoised voxel in visual cortex (Fig. 1a) , the mean response of the 10 (Fig. 1b, blue curve) , a smoothed version of the mean response (Fig. 1b, red curve) , and the first derivative of the mean smoothed response (Fig. 1c, red curve) . The images used for calculation of CS BOLD are indicated by the blue horizontal lines in Fig.  1c , where the lines at y ϭ 0 are the control sampling periods and the line at y ϭ 0.02 is the stimulation sampling period. The gray box in Fig. 1a , 1b, and 1c represent the images during which the stimulus was presented to the subject. As can be seen, the sampling periods for the calculation of CS BOLD are sufficient for the return to baseline of the BOLD signal after cessation of the stimulus and for maximization of the BOLD signal during stimulation. The first derivative shows that the stimulation period sampling times were sufficiently within the upper portion of the BOLD response.
RESULTS and DISCUSSION
Functional Data
Compared to the values in the raw uncorrected data sets, all the denoising techniques evaluated in this study resulted in a general increase in the CS BOLD values of voxels and a decrease in image intensity fluctuations due to noise. In fMRI image processing terms, the contrast-to-noise ratio was consistently improved. Difference maps of CS BOLD values for a typical subject are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 displays the difference between the denoising methods and the uncorrected data for one subject. Values of increased CS BOLD are displayed as red through yellow, while values of decreased CS BOLD are displayed as blue through green. The T 1 -weighted anatomic is shown in Figs. 2a and 3a for reference. CS BOLD was calculated for only the voxels which had undergone denoising, in other words, only those voxels which had been included in the image intensity threshold mask used for selecting voxels within the brain. The difference between the methods that did and did not use the WN criterion (PCA, PCA Varimax, and ICA) and the difference between the ICA denoising methods and the PCA denoising methods with and without the WN criterion are shown in Fig. 3 .
When subtracting the values of CS BOLD in the uncorrected map from each of the denoised maps (Fig. 2) , it is apparent that there is a general increase in CS BOLD in the regions of visual cortex. Subtraction from the DCcorrected and any of the PCA denoised maps shows a diffuse general increase in CS BOLD across most of the brain, specifically in sulci, between the hemispheres, and in the region of visible vessels, much more so than either ICA method, but also in regions of known visual cortex. Subtraction between PCA methods that used WN and PCA methods that did not use WN reveal this enhancement further (see Figs. 3b and 3c ). These maps reveal that the PCA methods using the WN criterion showed more enhancement in regions of known visual cortex and in sulci than the PCA methods that did not use the WN criterion. The difference maps created from subtraction of the uncorrected data from ICA ( Fig. 2e) and ICAϩWN (Fig. 2h) appear to be more focused around known regions of visual cortex (V1 posteriorly, and V5 laterally), where activation is expected to be found. From the ICA and ICAϩWN subtraction (Fig. 3d) , it is apparent that there are diffuse small 
changes in CS BOLD values due to using the WN criterion with ICA, some of which are confined to sulci and the edges of the brain.
The subtraction of the ICA methods and the PCA methods (see Figs. 3e, 3f, 3g, and 3h) It would seem at first glance that all denoising methods, but particularly PCA methods that utilized the WN criterion, have generated some false-positive voxels in white matter. However, on closer inspection of the images, some of these seemingly false-positive voxels can be seen to lie along what is possibly gray matter of sulci that are thin and not clearly resolved on the T 1 -weighted image. In addition, there are a few voxels that are clearly located in white matter. A number of these are near the posterior of the brain and are a result of the phase artifact produced by the sagittal sinus along the readout direction in the T* 2 -weighted functional images.
To more precisely quantify the effects of the different denoising techniques on the time series, a number of descriptive statistical techniques were carried out on the data. The skewness and kurtosis (Knight, 2000; Press et al., 1992) were calculated for distributions of CS BOLD values created from each data set and then averaged across all subjects and trials for each map type (N ϭ 6). These quantities are commonly used to aid in the description of to what degree a distribution deviates from a normal (Gaussian) distribution. A normal distribution has a skewness of zero and a kurtosis of zero. A positive skewness indicates that a distribution has an asymmetric tail weighted more toward positive values (shorter tail in the positive direction), while a negative skewness indicates a distribution has an asymmetric tail weighted more toward negative values (shorter tail in the negative direction) (Press et al., 1992) . A positive kurtosis indicates that the distribution is more peaked relative to a normal distribution, and a negative kurtosis indicates that the distribution is more wide and flat relative to a normal distribution (Press et al., 1992) . Skewness and kurtosis are referred to as the third and fourth moments of a distribution, respectively, with the mean being the first moment and the standard deviation being the second moment.
The symmetry and the broadening of the distributions is immediately evident from these calculations. All the denoising methods resulted in reduced skewness and kurtosis (Fig. 4) , compared to the uncorrected data. In particular, PCAϩWN and PCAϩVarimaxϩ WN had the lowest mean values, indicating that the distribution of CS BOLD values became more symmetric and Gaussian in their shape as more noise components were removed. Both ICA and ICAϩWN also had quite low skewness and kurtosis values, indicating that a large amount of noise was removed. The skewness and kurtosis of the DC-corrected, PCA, and PCAϩVarimax data sets were very similar to the uncorrected data.
The cumulative frequency distribution (cfd) of CS BOLD values of each map was calculated and then averaged across all subjects and trials. Plots of the mean cfd for each denoising method were plotted against one another (x,y plots) to allow for visualization of the shift in CS BOLD distributions between the different methods. Figure 5 is a number of x,y plots of mean cumulative frequency distributions of CS BOLD from a particular denoising method plotted along the y axis and the uncorrected data along the x axis. If a particular denoising method resulted in a change in the CS BOLD values of a map, then this would be evident by a deviation from the line with slope of unity in each plot. The diamond-shaped point indicates the zero point in the distribution. Counts to the left of this point represent negative values. All denoising methods showed a shift in mean cfd from that of the uncorrected data. PCAϩWN, PCAϩVarimaxϩWN, ICA, and ICAϩWN (Figs. 5b, 5c , 5d, and 5g) showed the largest shift in their distributions, as is revealed by the large sigmoidal deviation from the line of unity. Of particular note is the shift The same contrast in distribution changes can be seen more directly in Fig. 6 , which is a comparison of mean cfd for the methods that did and did not use the WN criterion, as well as a comparison between the different maps that did use the WN criterion. As can be seen, the PCA methods using the WN criterion show a stronger shifting of the distribution of CS BOLD values over those not using this criterion (Figs. 6a and 6b) . On the other hand, using the WN criterion for denoising with ICA does not result in much improvement in the CS BOLD values over not using the WN criterion with ICA ( Fig. 6c) , as is indicated by negligible deviation from the line of unity. From this it can be concluded that the components selected for zeroing by using the WN criterion, components that were mainly random noise, in the PCA decomposition had considerable influence on the noise content of the data. In the case of ICA decomposition, the extra components zeroed by using the WN criterion were not very important to the overall noise content. Figure 6d demonstrates that there is not much difference between implementing and not implementing the Varimax rotation with the WN criterion. ICAϩWN showed a shift in its distribution toward more negative values compared to PCAϩWN and PCAϩVarimaxϩWN (Figs. 6e and 6f) , i.e., a decrease in the number of positive values.
It is apparent that there is a shift in the distribution that results in voxels with negative CS BOLD values, especially in the ICA data sets. This may be due to some inaccuracies in reconstruction of small values when the components are recombined. One possible explanation for the greater shift in the ICA data sets may lie with the ICA requirement that the different components be completely spatially independent. When two ICA components do overlap somewhat, negative signal changes are required in order for the cross products of their voxels (and/or their higher powers) to sum to zero. When the phenomenon does not provide the appropriate size and/or number of oppositely signed voxels, then the ICA algorithm will try to adjust the W matrix to create a modified component that has some, in order to reduce the sum of cross products of the two components as much as possible. This may result in negative correlations with the stimulus that manifests itself as negative CS BOLD values. The physiological implications of this are not speculated upon here, other than to say that the same statistical constraint will also reduce positive correlations or change positive ones to negative and vice versa as needed in order for ICA to achieve statistical independence of components. This will reduce somewhat the correspondence between the shape of activated brain regions and the shape of the components. Figure 7 shows that ICA and ICAϩWN have the smallest number of voxels with positive CS BOLD compared to the total number of denoised voxels in each subject and trial. ICA and ICAϩWN tend to make the areas of activation more focused and less diffuse than the other denoising methods, while increasing the overall CS BOLD values of those areas. The positive voxels in ICA and ICAϩWN have, in general, increased CS BOLD values. The other methods do not change the number of voxels to a great extent.
FIG. 6.
Plots of more average cumulative frequency distributions, but in this case to highlight the differences between the methods that did and did not use the WN criterion as well the differences between the two PCA methods and the differences between PCA and ICA. The values are averaged across all subjects and trials (N ϭ 6), and the diamond-shaped point is the zero point in the distributions. e., proportion of voxels that were positive in the uncorrected data and increased after denoising and proportion of voxels that were negative in the uncorrected data and decreased (became more negative) after denoising]. The mean ratios of how much those CS BOLD values changed with respect to the CS BOLD values in the uncorrected data are shown in Fig. 9 . The data are averaged across all subjects and trials (N ϭ 6).
Of the voxels with positive CS BOLD , PCAϩWN and PCAϩVarimaxϩWN showed the largest number of voxels. Of the voxels with negative CS BOLD , ICA and ICAϩWN showed the largest number of voxels. Again, this is indicative of the shift in the CS BOLD distributions. This is also reflected in Fig. 9 in which the ratio of how much on average those CS BOLD values changed is shown. Of note is that PCA and PCAϩVarimax produced approximately the same change in the size of positive and negative CS BOLD values as the DC-corrected data. The WN criterion, regardless of which PCA decomposition technique was used, results in a large change in the positive CS BOLD values. Of note is that PCAϩVarimaxϩWN again was slightly greater than PCAϩWN in both Figs. 9 and 10.
The ratio of mean CS BOLD value in a particular denoised map to the mean CS BOLD value in the uncorrected data map for both positive and negative values is presented in Fig. 10 . As can be seen, ICAϩWN and ICA, for both positive and negative values, have the largest mean CS BOLD value compared to the uncorrected data, even though ICAϩWN and ICA showed a decrease in the number of positive voxels compared to the number of positive value voxels in the uncorrected data (see Fig. 7 ). Overall, ICAϩWN and ICA increase the mean CS BOLD values in a denoised map compared to the other methods. PCA and PCAϩVarimax showed the smallest increase in mean CS BOLD values and were approximately equal in improvement to simple DC correction. PCAϩVarimaxϩWN showed a slightly larger increase than PCAϩWN. From this it can be concluded that the WN criterion aids in the rejection of components that contribute greatly to the noise level that would hence decrease CS BOLD .
Histograms for the percentage change from mean baseline for control and stimulation periods for one typical voxel in a typical subject (CS BOLD ϭ 79.1259 in the uncorrected data set) and all denoising methods are presented in Fig. 11 . The white bars represent time points from the control periods and the black bars represent time points from the stimulation periods. The spread of percentage change is an indication of the variability in image fluctuations over time. It is apparent that there is a reduction in variability in all the denoising methods and that this is most likely the reason for the increase in CS BOLD values observed in the statistical maps after denoising and not a distortion in the means due to the denoising techniques. This is clearly shown for that voxel in the time series for each denoising technique as shown in Fig. 12 . Only the first two BOLD responses to the stimulus are shown. A narrowing of the distributions for control and stimulation periods in the PCA and ICA denoising methods is evident. The greatest reduction in variability occurs when the WN criterion is used in conjunction with PCA and PCAϩVarimax (Figs. 11c and 11d) . The WN criterion does not contribute much to variability reduction when used with ICA denoising (compare Figs. 11e and  11h) , although ICA denoising did reduce the variability to a large extent.
To show that the results of the "typical voxel" presented in Fig. 11 are in fact representative, we computed a control condition standard deviation and a stimulus condition standard deviation for each voxel and these were pooled across all voxels, subjects, and trials. Figure 13 presents the distribution of these standard deviations. The time series for each voxel were normalized before computation of the standard deviation. Again, it is apparent that the variability over time was reduced when the denoising methods were employed, as shown by the shift in the histograms to lower standard deviation values (refer to Figs. 13c, 13d, 13e, and 13h) and the narrowing of the distributions (refer to Figs. 13e and 13h ). PCA and PCAϩVarimax using the WN criterion showed a large reduction in variability (Figs. 13c and 13d ) compared to when the WN criterion was not used (Figs. 13f and   FIG. 10 . The ratio of the mean CS BOLD value in a particular denoised map across all voxels to the mean CS BOLD value in the uncorrected data map across all voxels is shown for both positive and negative valued voxels. The values are averaged across all subjects and trails (N ϭ 6), and error bars indicate standard deviation of the mean. ( ) Positives, (p) negatives. 13g). Also, there is not much difference between using the WN criterion and not using it when denoising is accomplished with ICA (Figs. 13e and 13h) , although both ICA and ICAϩWN performed better than PCA and PCAϩVarimax. The distributions of variability are shifted more toward lower values in the case of ICA and ICAϩWN. It could be argued that ICAϩWN showed slightly more of a shift to lower values of variability than ICA.
ICA and PCA Differences
In our experiments, there were several interesting and potentially significant differences between the behavior of ICA and that of PCA: (1) ICA seemed to be a more effective decomposition method for isolation and identification of structured noise; (2) PCA seemed to be a more effective decomposition method for isolation and identification of nonstructured random noise; (3) application of Varimax to the PCA decomposition did not have a strong effect on the denoising process, although some measures indicated that it might produce a slight improvement in effectiveness. We tentatively offer here one possible interpretation for the differences observed between ICA and PCA when applied to identification of noise in the data.
We begin by noting that the PCA and ICA voxel-map components essentially span the same space (i.e., the space consisting of linear combinations of voxel activation vectors fit to a given data set). There are some small differences between the two spaces in terms of the highest dimension because the rank of the ICA space was set at 30 by preprocessing (taking PCA of the data, discarding all components above 30, and then reconstructing the data for subsequent input to the ICA algorithm). This type of rank restriction is typically applied when the spatial information has more levels than the temporal information, as in the data sets used here. The time-course components that the two methods produce also span the same space. From this perspective, the difference between PCA and ICA is one of "rotation" (or, more properly, oblique linear transformation) of the axes or basis vectors of the solution. This difference, however, is not trivial. Some axis orientations are definitely better than others for a particular purpose, while other orientations might be better for a different purpose. For the purpose of identifying physiologically real patterns such as cardiac or respiratory variation, and/or functionally distinct patterns of task-related brain activation, the axis orientation criterion of unrotated PCA (simultaneous orthogonality of components in both the activation map space and the time-course space) has little justification. ICA has a better, though still not completely satisfactory, physiological rationale, as has been pointed out elsewhere (McKeown et al., 1998a,b) . However, we consider here the suitability of the two axis orientations for a different purpose, that of separating a subspace that contains mainly random noise from one containing mainly signal plus systematic variance (structured noise). We suggest that for this purpose, PCA may be superior. We now consider the specific differences between PCA and ICA, as noted previously.
(1) We found ICA to be better than unaided PCA for denoising based solely on elimination of respiration and cardiac signals. Note that all non-ICA methods studied here, except DC correction, were aided in some manner by application of the WN criterion to determine the upper cutoff of components to retain for certain actions. Without this, the non-WN conditions might be less effective. The superiority of ICA at isolation of these signals into individual components has been demonstrated by several investigators (Biswal et al., 1999; McKeown et al., 1998a,b) . This could be why ICA facilitates our power-spectrum method of identifying these extraneous signals. The consistent finding that ICA and ICAϩWN did not differ much in the number of components that were identified for removal (see Table 1 ) reinforces our assertion that ICA was superior at isolation and identification of structured noise. The unrotated PCA, in its quest for maximization of the variance contained in each successively extracted component, may result in "parts of" each physiological signal being mixed into (projected on) several different components. Such "smearing" of the respiration and cardiac signals across multiple components could make these signals minority contributors to some of them, with the result that these portions of the structured noise energy become inaccessible for identification and removal. (2) We found PCA to be better than ICA for the purpose of identification and removal of unstructured random noise. For this purpose, there may be an advantage to the PCA axis orientation, which is based on the principle of maximization of fitted variance in each successive step. This process may more effectively "squeeze" or capture the systematic signals into a lower dimensional subspace. As a result, some components might be "purer" (though still imperfect) reflections of structured signal variance, leaving the remaining ones as purer reflections of random noise. This, in turn, would allow more white noise to be recognized by our white noise identification procedure, and marked for removal, and so the WN method would work better when applied to PCA components than when applied to ICA components. Of course, within the subspace containing mostly systematic variance, the PCA basis vectors provided a poorer separation of one systematic signal from another, and hence separation of structured noise from structured signal, but this did not matter when the objective is simply to identify random noise.
The same hypothesis can also be derived using a slightly different perspective. Compared to PCA, there are more ICA components that have moderate variance content and fewer that have the larger and smaller sizes (for example, see Fig. 7 of McKeown et al., 1998b) . But on mathematical grounds, we know that most pure noise components would have relatively small sizes since random variation has high rank or dimensionality, and so not much random variation can be fit by any single component. This greater abundance of middlesize components is probably due, at least partly, to the fact that ICA tends to break up the solution space into "small" discrete local patterns (Bartlett et al., 1998; McKeown et al., 1998b) . Since each of these maps of local patterns also carry some noise with respect to the remaining voxels, it may be that relatively few "pure noise" components are available for removal by the WN criterion.
(3) Our third main finding was that no substantial change in effectiveness of the WN procedure resulted from Varimax rotation of the PCA components, although by some measures, there did sometimes seem to be a small beneficial effect.
We may have observed no substantial benefit from Varimax rotation because the subspace containing systematic nonnoise patterns is approximately the same both before and after Varimax rotation. This can be expected so long as each systematic component contains more variance than a typical random-noise component, which would typically be the case. Introducing random-error variance into components previously reflecting mainly systematic variance would tend to create more middle-size component weights and hence go counter to the Varimax rotation criterion (to maximize the variance of the squared component weights). Consequently, Varimax would tend not to push them out into the noise subspace or introduce noise-component variance into the systematic subspace. On the other hand, Varimax would naturally reorient the basis vectors inside the systematic subspace, and likewise those inside the noise subspace, but this does not matter much for the purpose of identification and removal of the noise components. Finally, if we consider the small improvement sometimes observed after Varimax rotation to be reliable, it might be the result of the "pattern sharpening" effects of Varimax. The result might be to squeeze some error variance out of components in the mostly systematic space and onto the components in the mostly error subspace (Cattell, 1978) .
We have presented a brief hypothetical account of what might have caused the major denoising differences observed in our study. It is of course tentative, and some or all of it might be incorrect. A more extensive and deeper analysis of the performance characteristics of these methods would certainly be worthwhile, but this would take us beyond the scope of the present paper.
Additional Issues
While component analysis is a strong statistical technique for data decomposition, it also has its disadvantages. fMRI signal processes may exhibit nonlinear properties, thereby making the analysis with the linear model of PCA or ICA not valid.
There is no reason to expect that the neurobiologically distinct modes in the data should be orthogonal to one another (Mitra et al., 1999) . Respiration, cardiac, and task-related oscillations frequently appear in more than one component and may appear mixed in the same components. In some cases, such as multislice experiments or experiments in which activation is confined to a small area of the brain, the task-related fMRI changes may be only a small part of the total signal variance, and therefore the component or components capturing the most fMRI changes in a PCA may not be the first component or the first few components, but it might be of higher order. Moreover, if a large number of voxels are activated simultaneously, PCA may not discern the full spatiotemporal extent of the activation patterns (McKeown et al., 1998b) . In the circumstance of multislice experiments, PCA denoising could be employed on a slice-by-slice basis. In terms of small areas of activation, if areas are hypothesized to be activated, then PCA denoising can be restricted to those areas.
ICA does a better job than unrotated PCA for the isolation of spatial patterns of brain activation, spatial patterns of cardiac and respiratory oscillations, and spatial patterns of scanner instability. Also, ICA has been shown to isolate transiently task-related activations that may be indirectly related to task performance. As was noted earlier, the spatial independence criterion and the nonlinearity in the ICA algorithm result in a bias and the determination toward components with relatively sparse and discrete active component areas. If a component process produces proportional signal changes over a relatively large section of the brain, ICA may split the effects of this process into several components with smaller activation areas and similar time courses. Similarly, if two component processes overlap, ICA may split them into three or more components: one component for each process by itself and one for the region of overlap (McKeown et al., 1998b) .
We have presented a characterization of sensitivity in terms of BOLD contrast sensitivity, although we appreciate that there are more formal ways to characterize the change in sensitivity induced by removing various components from observed fMRI time series.
The sensitivity we sought to characterize will be maximized when the estimators of activation effects are as efficient as possible. The most efficient linear estimators are Gauss Markov estimators, which are ordinary least-squares estimators formed after whitening the error terms. The problem therefore reduces to characterizing the serial correlations or nonsphericity that has to be whitened, and the ideas presented in this article could be applied to whitening strategies. Since, our procedure enables us to identify both structured and nonstructured (i.e., colored) stationary noise components in an automated fashion without reference to any model of designed effects, the noise components could be summed together to give an unbiased estimate of the error terms, instead of removing these components from the observed time series. The autocorrelation of this estimate would then be used to specify the decorrelating or whitening matrix prior to leastsquares estimation. Whitening the error terms does not "remove" structured noise but "suppresses" it, in a way that makes the estimation maximally efficient and preserves the degrees of freedom for error variance estimation. Whitening the error terms renders them independently and identically distributed. This approach does not rely on using the residuals from a fitted model as estimates of covariance among the errors.
CONCLUSIONS
The major implications of these results can be summarized in a few key conclusions. The most fundamental finding is that component analysis of the fMRI BOLD signal, followed by deletion of undesirable components and then reconstruction of the data, can be used successfully as a way to help separate task-related voxel variations from non-task-related "noise."
While the process is somewhat complicated, it is unsupervised and so we are able to automate it. We demonstrated algorithms that automatically select ICA or PCA components that are more likely to contain noise and mark them for subsequent deletion.
Two different procedures for unsupervised noise identification were tested: one for structured noise from cardiac and respiratory activity, the other for nonstructured random noise. These procedures were based on Fourier analysis of the time variation of each component's activity, followed by examination of the structure of the power spectrum. Both methods produced significant improvements in CS BOLD values and resulted in reductions in the image-to-image variability in image intensity.
Extraction of various kinds of structured noise by using ICA has been demonstrated previously and was replicated here. However, extraction of random nonstructured noise from fMRI signals by methods based on component analysis has not, to our knowledge, been reported previously. This extraction of random noise is one of the most interesting features of the methods tested here. The very fact that random noise is nonstructured has hampered past efforts to remove it, except by averaging together several repetitions of the response to a stimulus or task. In contrast to averaging, the use of Principal Component Analysis followed by spectral analysis, component identification and deletion, and finally signal reconstruction, maintains the individual identity of each part of the fMRI signal.
The different methods of component analysis and of component selection that were tested in this study showed different levels of denoising success, although all methods were successful to some degree. ICA provided the best way to remove structured noise (cardiac and respiratory signals). However, it was not as good as PCA or PCA with Varimax rotation when the objective was identification and removal of random noise. The difference may be related to the different "rotation" criteria that the two methods use for determining the orientation of the basis vectors in their common solution space.
When the best PCA-based methods for random noise removal are applied to our fMRI data, the reduction in noise and consequent improvement in signal detection can be considerable. We observed substantial reductions of within-condition voxel variation; the CS BOLD values for many voxels were doubled or better; and also of interest is that the distributions of CS BOLD values for each data set became more Gaussian-like after denoising.
In all, these results seem to indicate that componentanalysis-based denoising might be a valuable addition to the family of preprocessing techniques which are used to improve the recovery of information from the BOLD-based fMRI signal and may provide a more complete picture of the extent of each region's activation by task-related activity.
APPENDIX A: MULTITAPER SPECTRAL ESTIMATION
Spectral analysis of finite-length time series usually involves the multiplication of the time series by a window, or a taper, before application of the Fourier transform in order to help eliminate spectral leakage (Harris, 1978) . One drawback of this approach is that it leads to a loss of the ends of the data segment and consequently to the loss of some of the information in the time series. One solution to this problem is to use multitaper estimation in which the data segment is multiplied by several orthogonal tapers. This method reduces spectral leakage more than using a single taper and reduces the variance in the spectral estimation across frequency bins (Mitra et al., 1999) .
The discrete prolate spheroidal sequence (DPSS) (Slepian et al., 1961) forms an orthogonal set of taper functions and is characterized by a bandwidth parameter F. With a given F and taper length N, then K ϭ 2NF sequences of a total of N have their energy effectively concentrated in a range [ϪF, F] of frequency space. The power spectrum of a time series is given by
where X k (f) is the tapered Fourier transform of the time series x t and is given by
where t (k) (k ϭ 1,2, . . . ,K) are the orthogonal DPSS. Usually the leading (2NF Ϫ 1) DPSS are taken for the analysis since the last few tapers have worsening spectral concentration properties. The direct estimate, as above, involves simply taking a mean of the tapered spectra. A weighted average with adaptively determined weighting factors is often more appropriate since each data taper differs in its spectral side lobes. Methods for choosing weighting factors are discussed in Thomson (1982) .
The choice of F determines the amount of smoothing that will occur to the power spectral estimation. A value for F should be chosen such that the variance is reduced in the estimate but not so that the estimate is overly smoothed. The time-bandwidth is given by TF, where T is the length of the time-series window. The value of 2TF ϭ 2F/(1/T) gives the number of Raleigh frequencies over which the spectrum is smoothed, therefore the variance is reduced by an amount 2TF.
APPENDIX B: PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
For fMRI, the data are arranged so that the temporal dimension is along the columns and the voxel-space dimension is along the rows (time by voxels). The SVD of M, a p ϫ q matrix ( p Ͼ q), is given by
where U has orthonormal columns and is of size p ϫ q, S is of size q ϫ q and has real, nonnegative entries along the diagonal, and V is unitary and has size q ϫ q. Of note, MM T ϭ US 2 U T and M T M ϭ VS 2 V T are Hermitian. The eigenvalues are the diagonal elements of S 2 , while U and V are the corresponding matrices of eigenvectors for MM T and M T M, respectively (Mitra et al., 1999) . Postmultiplying U by S, the singular values, results in the matrix P, which contains the principal component time series.
PCA can be used to find orthogonal spatial patterns (eigenimages) capturing the greatest amount of variance in the data. If the data have been zero-centered, the first eigenimage captures the greatest amount of variance of voxels. Each successive principal component captures the greatest amount of residual variance (i.e., variance orthogonal to the previous eigenimages).
The Varimax criterion for rotation of a PCA-decomposed data matrix is used to maximize the variance within basis vectors (Kaiser, 1958) . It sharpens the components by seeking a rotation (i.e., a linear recombination) in which there are large and small loading values. Since both physiological noise sources and the hemodynamic response are sources of variance in the fMRI signal, one of our goals was to establish whether the Varimax rotation could be used to enhance the separation of the noise components from the signal components. The Varimax rotation was applied to the P matrix.
APPENDIX C: INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS
ICA assumes there are N statistically independent inputs that have been mixed linearly in N output channels. Knowledge of joint distributions and statistical independence of latent variables is assumed (McKeown et al., 1998b) .
If the matrix M represents the fMRI time series data in each voxel, then the decomposition can be thought of in terms of the matrix equation
where W is the mixing matrix and C is the matrix containing the component map voxel values. In general, one wishes to solve for Z in the equation C ϭ ZM, where Z is the inverse matrix of W and is a square matrix of full rank. Each column of Z Ϫ1 (ϭW) returns the time course of modulation of its corresponding component map. These time courses may be correlated and nonorthogonal, but the distributions of voxel values in C are as statistically independent as possible. The ICA algorithm determines Z by an iterative method based on information theory principals, and the matrices C and Z provide a linear decomposition of the fMRI data.
There are two types of ICA that can be calculated: spatial ICA, in which the spatial components are constrained to be independent (C ϭ ZM), and temporal ICA, in which the time courses of modulation are constrained to be independent (C ϭ ZMЈ).
